
A human machine interface which stores and 
feeds accurate data unique to each product 
on to the printer and application process.

A smooth line assembly which feeds blank labels 
to the printer leading onto the vacuum pad for 
applying uniquely on each product.

Print N Apply

Interface to effectiveness Unique, Precise, Error-Free

Error-free technology reduces pain

In today's world, stamping and serialization play 
a huge role in the product markets. To 
accurately print information which pertains to 
the product as well as to apply the same at the 
right place is a responsible job that cannot be 
left to manual labour. 

Automate this with Shubham Automation Print 
n Apply and ensure a smooth, error-free 
passage of products with accurate information 
printed and applied on the surfaces of all kinds. 
This application works on varies surfaces and 
types of products ensuring multi-usage 
patterns.



YOUR PATH TO SUCCESS

Specifications Feeder

Unique Features

Note that all dimensions of the machine are vary according to final object's shape & size. 

Company can change any dimension or design of the machine without any concern or notice.

Supply

Printer

Machine Dimension in mm

Display

Structure

Max. Label Roll Height in mm

Ÿ Feasible to print Variable Data.

Ÿ Support for Track N Trace solution

Ÿ Removes the Human error of Label Mix up & Label 

shifting.

Ÿ Colour Touch screen HMI for easy monitoring and 

Control.

Ÿ Commonly used in automated packing line to 

maximize productivity without human intervene & 

error-free.

Ÿ Automatic process for printing variable / Fix Data 

on Label & applying the same Label on Shipper / 

Case / Drum 

or any object.
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Technical specications

4.3" Touch type Colour HMI

800 x 1300 mm (L x W)

101

SATO

SS 304 make Pipe structure

230 VAC

Ÿ Different applicator modules including top, side, 

Leading and trailing corner wrap and pallet 

labelling.

Ÿ Integration Support for various End of packing Line

Ÿ Easy setup for various Delays i.e. Trigger Delay, Label 

Hold delay etc.

Ÿ Winder - Re-winder based easy mechanism

Ÿ SS make sturdy structure

Ÿ Data transfer support through Serial, Ethernet and 

USB

Ÿ Standalone Unit easy to integrate with any Third 

party packing line

Ÿ Pneumatic Arm for the Label Apply


